Queen. I’m queen. Most freaky queen you’ve ever seen.
Rasmus Raphaëlle Östebro, 2015

The performance elucidates social power relations and investigates the shifting of power
that appears between a performer and its spectator in different performative situations. The
stage/the idea of the stage/the dance studio is used to place the performing body within a
choreographic context. From this position the performing body can return with a difference
and use mimetic repetition and citation in order to reveal the constructions of gender. The
performance aspires to embody and interpret a ’freaky’ theory stated by Renate Lorenz.* This
embodiment is exemplified through an identity that is not yet stable, and wishes not to be an identity that tends to be understood as deviant - an identity that shows fragility with
very sharp edges.

* ”[A] ’freaky’ theory does not stand outside social power
relations. It produces inventions and images that offer
alternatives to social power relations that are more than
and different from a critique or subversion of social norms.” 1
”[A] freaky theory and art will upset the relations between
author, reader, and object, or at the very least destabilize it.” 2
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Lorenz, Renate, Queer Art: A Freak Theory, Transcript, 2012, s. 8.
Lorenz, 2012, s. 24.

Part 1
The performer enters the room - in silence, wearing a pair of transparent 8 inch heels, white
underwear, a greyish/pink t-shirt and a wig-cap. S_he is moving slowly, without speaking circling around the spectators in order to gather them, their concentration and gain control
over the situation. The sound from the heels takes over the room. Clearly this, as well as the
slow movements and the conscious establishment of eye contact is a manifestation of
power. After something like two and a half circuits s_he stops - facing the spectators. The
eye contact remains, but wanders for a while between the spectators until it almost fades
out and the gaze becomes more introvert.
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Part 2
The performer is in the same position as in the end of Part 1. Introverted/closed but aware
of the gazes that affects her_his body and creates a tension which will begin to change the
power relations of the room. What once was eye contact turns into staring. The performer stared at, turns towards the mirrors, staring back at someone. After a while s_he begins to
laugh softly. The laughter is slowly increasing, but it remains unclear who s_he is laughing
at.

Part 3
The performer is standing in front of the mirror, facing her_his own reflection. The laughter
is still present, but the room is now silent. Slowly the performer takes of her_his shoes and
moves towards the piece of satin fabric lying on the floor. S_he picks it up and places it over
her_his eyes as a blindfold. Music starts playing and the performer begins to move along
with the music. The movements are improvised even though they are following a score.
When the music stops the performer takes off the blindfold and drops it somewhat
gracefully on the floor.

Don’t let them in. I am too tired to hold myself carefully and wink when they circle the fact
that I'm trapped in this body. Don't let them in. I have violent dreams about that couple.
In an alternate ribbon of time – my dances were sacred and my lisp was evidence that I
spoke for both spirits. Don't let them in. They’re well intended, but each comment rattles
some deep. Ancient queen.2
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Perfume Genius, Don’t let them in, from the album Too Bright, Matador 2014.
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Part 4
The performer walks up to the mirror - facing her_his own reflection and adjusts the
clothes. Flexing biceps and releases the tension, then s_he corrects the hips. These
movements are repeated a few times. Suddenly the performer turns towards the spectators
and flexes her_his biceps while swinging the hips from side to side. This is repeated while
the performers breathing increases in frequency and beads of sweat starts to emerge.

Part 5
The performer is sitting on a chair next to a pile of false nails. Carefully s_he takes up the
false nails and attaches them to her_his fingernails. When all the nails are in place s_he
begins to move her_his hands with grace while gazing at the spectators. With tenderness
s_he touches her_his face and starts to create poses with the hands covering parts of the
face. After a while the hands begins to move in the same graceful way once again and all of
a sudden s_he claps her_his hands together and the gestures of the hands becomes more
violent while the gaze and the facial expressions more brutal. After a while it shifts back
and her_his mouth begin to smile while the gaze turns soft and gentle. One by one s_he
removes the false nails and drops them on the floor.

Graceful gestures - Seems like silence. Nothing like silence. They will never be silent. / This
is a shout out for all my queens. For those who got neglected and washed away. For those
who once were, and for those who are yet to come. For you my queens, the blood in my
veins. / And they said ”Don’t you know you’re queen? Cracked, peelin’, riddled with disease.
Don’t you know me?” / Oh graceful queen, you're the purpose of my desires, my future you
hold. / Queen. I’m queen. Most freaky queen you’ve ever seen. / And I need to hear that story
again - Of our mothers on the frontline beating up every single bastard cop. Oh my beloved
queen, let's make a scene! Hand me another rock and let’s rebel to the top. / I promise you
this - As royalties we will rise over mountains, for they always left us at the bottom of the
sea. This war is not what it used to be. / Fight my queen with all your sheen and we shall
conquer this political machine, an abstract figur(in)e always present with it’s snake-like
whispering lies of clear blue skies. / Let us confront them with a soft glove, tender voice and
a sharp tongue of a queen, and let them know that with these graceful gestures we will
erase the spleen.

Part 6
The performer is putting on a pair of long white gloves while preparing her_himself to
make an entrance. S_he begins to walk alongside the mirrors towards an empty wall. The
walk is very relaxed/laid-back. When s_he reaches the desired spot, s_he stops and snaps
her_his fingers. Music starts playing and a somewhat choreographed dance routine is
performed for an imaginary audience. The performer sings along. When the routine is over
s_he takes off the gloves and leaves the ”stage” with a relaxed/laid-back walk.

I made your dress
I laid it out
On the couch and bar
That I picked out
I tither and coo
Like a cartoon
I congratulate you
When I leave the room

I do a little move
To a key coloured flu
I plume and I plume
Like a buffoon3
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Perfume Genius, Fool, from the album Too Bright, Matador 2014.
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I made your dress
I'm bleeding out
On the couch and bar
That I picked out

Mirrors

